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1 - THE ADVANTAGE OF FAST REACTORS

The major interest of fast reactors is their capacity to extract the maximum amount of energy
from natural uranium (working as a Breeder), or to absorb surplus plutonium whether civil or
military (working as a non-breeder or incinerator), depending on the political or economic
situation.

France has today important research teams, and, since 1973, a demonstration reactor -
PHENIX - of 250 MWe rated power, to develop the technical bases of this technology. In 1977
EdF started construction of a commercial-size prototype - SUPERPHENIX - in association with
ENEL (Italian utility) and SBK (German, Belgian, Dutch and English electricity-producers). A
rated power of 1 200 MWe and a capacity to produce 6 billion kWh a year makes this Fast
Reactor the most powerful of this technology in the world.

When the French Authorities decided to develop fast reactors, growth of Nuclear programmes
in the world was such that reserves of uranium or at least a sharp increase in price was
foreseeable in the short-term. It therefore was essential for electricity-producers to fall back on
a commercial-size tool which would enable them to develop an alternative : that is the reason
for the construction of CREYS-MALVILLE and for the choice of working as a Breeder.

In fact, except in France, Nuclear programmes throughout the world have practically stopped
since 1986, and the price of uranium has remained very low. What is more, the inescapable
production of plutonium in water reactors (PWR or BWR) and the supervised disarmament of
the major powers of the East and West generate stocks of this metal which, for ecological and
political reasons, it will be mandatory to reduce or even eliminate. This is the reason for using
Superphenix in the mid-term as a non-breeder (plutonium burner) while continuing to produce a
similar amount of electricity.

2 - CREYS-MALVILLE, LOCAL PUBLIC. NATIONAL AND SWISS ACCEPTANCE

As opposed to other types of Nuclear Plants, CREYS-MALVILLE has been presented (since the
beginning of construction in 1975) by those opposed to Nuclear energy, whether national or
from neighbouring countries (Italy, Switzerland, Germany and Benelux) on a basis of issues
such as the following :

- The Fast Breeder is an example of everlasting Nuclear energy and "ever increasing" plutonium
: Breeding conjures up the myth of perpetual movement.

CREYS-MALVILLE is "more dangerous" than other Nuclear Plants because of the presence of
5 tons of plutonium, and 3 500 tons of sodium in the reactor.
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- CREYS-MALVILLE is "for military use" to produce plutonium to be used in atomic bombs.

In fact, for 15 years, since the oil crises and throughout the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl
accidents, public acceptance of CREYS-MALVILLE has followed the fluctuations of Nuclear
acceptance in general, but exaggeratedly, in the Press and Public opinion, due to incidents on
the installation itself.

Although the Safety of the installation has never been affected, these incidents have
strengthened the technical and economic arguments of those opposed to Superphenix.

Four periods can be singled out in the misleading Press history of Superphenix :

- before July 1977

- from July 1977 to May 1986 (Chernobyl)

- from May 1986 to June 1992

- present situation.

. Before 1977

The Seventies saw a low level of opposition to Nuclear power in France. The slogans of those
opposed to the atomic bomb were simply replaced by those against civil nuclear energy.

During this period, CREYS-MALVILLE was presented as a "symbol"

- of serious accidents to the health of the population.

- of atomic weapon proliferation.

- of "militarized" organization with the Nuclear Plants.

by those opposed to French or European Nuclear energy led by the Extreme Left. It was they
who organized the violent demonstrations of 1976 and 1977.

This opposition has led to structured associations in the intellectual circles of Grenoble and
Lyon whose declared objective is the end of the CREYS-MALVILLE project.

On the other hand, from the first contacts with NERSA and EdF, the local communities and
Authorities have shown an unambiguous interest in the project for they quickly realized the
social and economic repercussions that it would have on the region.

Opposition to CREYS-MALVILLE reached its height at the time of the demonstration on July
30th. 1977. On that day, about thirty-thousand demonstrators from various countries in Europe
(high percentage of Germans) tried to gain access to the site. Clashes with the police finished
tragically with one dead amongst the demonstrators and two policemen seriously injured.

Participation of local population in the demonstration was almost non-existent. Certain districts
even showed their hostility towards the demonstrators (considered as "outsiders").
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. From July 1977 to Mav 1986 (Chernobyl accident)

This period was marked by an increase in the acceptance rate for Nuclear energy by national
Public opinion. This rate exceeded 50 % from 1979 to the beginning of 1986. The Three Mile
Island incident in April 1979 did not have any really negative repercussions. However, it was
during the night of January 22nd. 1982 that the first and only terrorist attack made on a
Nuclear Plant in the world took place : 5 rockets were fired at the Reactor Building on the
CREYS-MALVILLE site. No-one has ever claimed responsibility for the attack. Luckily, no-one
was injured, and the damage was minimal.

. From Mav 1986 to June 1992

As soon as the Chernobyl accident was known in France, the Plant circulated information
concerning the surrounding population without experiencing any particular change in their
attitude in this respect.

On the other hand, overall acceptance to Nuclear energy from French Public opinion
immediately dropped to remain under 50 %.

Those opposed to CREYS-MALVILLE at this stage progressively modified their arguments in
their objection to the Plant :

- they abandoned the argument "CREYS-MALVILLE makes plutonium for bombs"

- they developed the argument of "the dangerous nature of CREYS-MALVILLE" : the risk of
explosion. The "Creys-Malville is Chernobyl" slogan was helped by the similar pronunciation
of the two reactors. (In French, Tchernobyl with stress on the first syllable).

Two technical incidents, a sodium leak and primary sodium pollution, which did not affect the
Safety of the Plant but which did limit availability intensified doubt as to reliability and the
competitive nature of its electricity production.

At the same time, CREYS-MALVILLE's opponents slowly began to replace demonstrations in-
the-field - less and less followed by their militants - by legal action through the administrative or
Council of State Courts.

The progressive increase in votes obtained by the "Greens" in the different elections has
moreover given weight to the anti-CREYS-MALVILLE lobby amongst the regional or National
Authorities.

The Prime Minister's decision of June 29th. 1992 not to authorize resumption of power at
CREYS-MALVILLE setting a proviso of a Public Enquiry prior to fresh operation has been hailed
as a victory by the French and Swiss opponents to the Plant.

. Present situation

The NERSA Company, convinced by the interests at stake associated with the operation at
CREYS-MALVILLE, filed a Request on October 28th. 1992 for the resumption of power with
the Minister for Industry.
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On 17th. December the Minister of Research published a report which establishes the necessity
to operate Superphenix at full power to authenticate on a commercial scale the capacity of fast
reactors to efficiently reduce plutonium stock as well as actinides. On December 23rd., the
Prime Minister announced that a Public Enquiry "will be launched as soon as possible".

It now appears for certain opponents to CREYS-MALVILLE that the claim of June 1992 was
only a pyrrhic victory. In the coming months CREYS-MALVILLE will once again be the subject
of intense controversy in the Press.

3 - ORGANIZATION OF COMMUNICATIONS AT CREYS-MALVILLE

Informing the population and dialogue between technicians and the Public have always been
considered by the instigators of the French electronuclear programme as essential. In this way,
as from the Public Hearing in 1974, NERSA and EdF started to build up a communications
policy for the population and local Authorities so as to inform them periodically on the state of
the Plant and the outstanding events experienced. Certain administrative resources, or at the
initiative of the Operator, are used to develop this policy. The CREYS-MALVILLE
Communications budget is around 5 million francs a year.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

. Periodical documents

From 1976 onwards an annual bulletin "Creys-Malville Information" has been sent out to the
population living near to the Plant. This Report dealt with progress in construction works at the
CREYS-MALVILLE Plant and more general topics such as Energy, Security, etc. Its publication
ceased with No. 23 in July 1986.

Information was taken up with "les Colonnes de Creys", an in-house magazine. It has a wider
circulation (30 000) and is sent out to the more important "opinion leaders" of the region (self-
employed, Heads of Firms, the Teaching Profession, Press, etc.).

From 1985 a yearly sheet "19.. En Bref" (In Brief) is circulated to all inhabitants within a radius
of 10 Kilometres of the Plant, grouping together all the various information whether technical,
financial, or environmental.

Lastly, a "Letter to the Authorities" whose Nos. 0 and 1 have already been published in
November and December 1992 will from now on be circulated at least three times a year to all
councillors of the Rhone-Alps region (6 Counties) : it is an accurate, rapid two-sided info.sheet.

. Selective documents

Each visitor receives a Reference documentation on the Plant.

. Press Releases

Each time that a site event at CREYS-MALVILLE warrants it, a Press Release is drafted and
transmitted to the local and national Press and to local Authorities.
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. The Brochure "Médécins et risque nucléaire" (Doctors and the nuclear risk)

In 1986 the operation "Isěre Departement pilote en matiěre de prevention des risques majeurs"
(Isěre, pilot-scheme County for major risk prevention) was launched. In this context, and under
the aegis of the Medical Faculty of the General Council and the Prefecture of the Isěre, the
compilation of the "Médécins et risque nucléaire" brochure was decided upon and entrusted in
particular to the Creys- Malville Plant doctor.

This publication presents a documented study and practical advice on measures to be taken in
the event of a radiological or nuclear accident. The last issue was circulated to more than 100
000 French doctors and chemists in 1992. This brochure has been moreover highly praised by
the International Agency for Atomic Energy.

. Environmental measurement results

Measurement results of radioactivity in the environment are circulated monthly to the local
Authorities and published in the regional newspaper.

OTHER COMMUNICATION SUPPORTS

. Minitel

3614 code MAGNUC

For each Plant and notably CREYS-MALVILLE, information is given on Safety, Health Physics
(details of controls on radioactivity in France), measurements carried out by nuclear operators,
as well as a description of the Severity scale for incidents and accidents in nuclear reactors.
MAGNUC is monitored by the Ministry responsible for Industry.

3614 code TELERAY

This gives the day-to-day radiological situation throughout France. This national network has
been created by the Ministry of Health.

. Radio programmes

In 1991 a monthly broadcast of twenty minutes on a local radio station deals with the various
subjects concerning CREYS-MALVILLE. Other random programmes have been broadcasted on
other regional stations.

. Fairs and Exhibitions

The Plant has had stands in several regional fairs and exhibitions.
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The Plant has participated financially in the organization of a number of sporting and cultural
events in the region.

MEETINGS AND GATHERINGS

. Local Information Committee

These committees, which are linked to important energy projects and in particular to nuclear
Plants, have been created in application of a circular from the Prime Minister, dated 15th
December 1981. They are composed of local Authorities {Mayors, general Councillors and
Members of Parliament), local representatives of the main Trade Unions, industrial and
agricultural representatives and recognised environmental associations. Their mission is one of
information and the supervision of important equipment and its impact. They may organize
information for the population through appropriate means, and address any notice or
recommendation to the Minister responsible for Energy.

Since 1984, the Committee has met 14 times.

. Departmental Committee for the Supervision of Nuclear Installations

This Committee groups together the Authorities of the Isěre County, representatives of
associations and Trade Unions, and whose aim is to examine, with the help of experts,
particular technical dossiers.

7 meetings have taken place since its creation.

. Meeting of Authorities/News conferences

Apart from the above-mentioned Committees, the Authorities are invited to news conferences
periodically, depending on events. Particularly an annual meeting is organized at the start of
the New Year where the population of neighbouring districts is invited to meet the executives
of the Plant management.

Other news conferences according to events are devoted to the Press.

. Participation in different debates/press conferences

Every since 1984 the Plant management has often been invited to take part in debates,
whether on a local or a national level.

Among these important debates can be noted :

- 3rd February 1989 : General Council Meeting of the Isěre : Debate on CREYS-MALVILLE.

- 19th May 1992 : French National Assembly : Auditions and round table debates on the
initiative of the Parliamentary Assessment Office in scientific and technological matters.

- 24th June 1992 : Regional Council meeting : Public debate on CREYS-MALVILLE.
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Press conferences on the initiative of the Plant management where local Authorities were
concerned by important events experienced on-site.

. Information Centre

At the entrance to the site, an Information Centre is open to the Public every day of the year.

. Visits

Visits to CREYS-MALVILLE started in March 1978. To this day, more than 220,000 visitors
have been welcomed to the Plant, including 20,000 foreigners.

Amongst these visitors figure numerous French and foreign personalities. Ministers, Members
of Parliaments, heads of firms, doctors, university professors, etc.

. Other lines of Communication

The medical and para-medical profession, teachers and school-children (representing about 35%
of visitors) are equally fully informed on nuclear matters in general and the CREYS-MALVILLE
plant in particular.

4 - CONCLUSION

The Operator of CREYS-MALVILLE, being convinced that in a democratic country like France,
Nuclear Energy in general and fast reactors in particular may only be developed in agreement
with public opinion, will continue to develop its external Communication - without passion but
with conviction.

This paper has recalled the interests at stake associated with the resumption of power at
CREYS-MALVILLE, the media and political contexts which have followed the construction and
operation of this Plant, the administrative resources, and the communication equipment which
have been developed over these years.

All these means would be wasted and all communication efforts useless if they did not rely on
the perseverance and competence of the 650 technicians and engineers guarantors of the
Safety at CREYS-MALVILLE, for whom the coming Public Enquiry will be yet another occasion
to explain, to France and its neighbours, the necessity to restart SUPERPHENIX.


